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POLARIZATION PHENOMENA IN ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES.

V. Burkert

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility, 12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Vir-
ginia 23606, USA.

Resume. Des r_ultats r_ents de masurca de polari_tion en interaction dlectromagn_tique
sex dnergies intermddi_ires ,ont cliscut_. Lea perspectives concernant le, experiences de po-
l_isation anpr_ des nouveaux _c_l_rateurs d'dlectrons & courant continu, Linsi qn'supr_s de
machlnes plus anciennes Lme'liorC-es,iont bri_vement ddcrites, En conclusion, on montre qua
Iea experiences de polarisation vont.jouer nn r_le tr_ important dana l'dtude de la structure du
nucleon et des noyaux ldgers.

Abstract. Recent results of polarisation measurements in electromagnetic interactions at inter-
mediate energies sre discussed. Prospects of polarization experiments at the new CW electron
accelerators, es well es on upgraded older mach_es are outlined, lt is concluded that polariza-
tion experiments will play a very important role in the study of the structure of the nucleon
and of ligh_ nuclei.

I. INTRODUCTION.

InthistalkI discusssome oftherecentresultsinintermediateenergyelectromagneticphysicswith

polarisedparticlesfromsn experimentalLstpointofview.Polarizedhydrogenand deuteriumtargets

esweLlasre_.oilpolarimetershavebeendevelopedoverthepestseveraldecades.These havebecome
reliableexperimentaltools,and are usedin variesphysicsare_. Much oftherecentexperimental

effortinelectromagneticphysicshas focussedon the nucleonsad deuteron.With thedevelopment

ofSHe es a polarizedquasi-neutrontargetone may expectextensiveexperimentalstudiesofthe
_-nucleonsystemto be carriedout inthe nearterm future.The physicspossibilitiesusingSHe es

a targethave been discussedin severalpresentationsat thisconference.My focushereison the
physicswithhydrogenand deuteriumtargets,and Iwant todiscussthemajor experimentaltrends

whichhaveemergedoverthepestfew years,mainlyinsupportofthe physicsprogramsforthenew

CW electronmachinesthatsre presentlyunderconstruction.

Of course,inelectronscatteringexperiments"polarization"isalwayspresent,asa transversepolar-
izationoftheelectricfieldvectorofthevirtualphoton.To limitthescopeofthistalk,IwiLlassume

thatthepolarizationofone of theexternalparticlesismeasured.

II, STRUCTURE OF THE NUCLEON.

The interest in the structure of the nucleon and its resonances, and their role in nuclear properties has
dntmaticaily increased in recent years and is one of the major motivations in support of the planned

experimental program at the new electron machines. The structure of the nucleon may be probed in
• el,,-_tic electron nucleon scattering and in inelastic reactions induced by electrons or photons. These

studies are of fundamental importance es they measure the charge and current distribution es well es
the transition currents of the fundamental building blocks of matter. Knowledge of these quantities

allows stringent tests of microscopic models applicable at low and intermediate energies, like QCD-
' basedquarkmodels,chiralbag models,Skyrme models,etc..With increasingmomentum transfer

G= thetransitionfrom thenon-perturbativeregimetotheperturbativeregimecan be studied,where

simplequarkcountingrulesmay applyI.



F_yv_ 11.I X_ o.ft_ QCD s,_/v,U o! the p_oton e_Uc/ov_/_u,._' ,win# A = IS0MeV. The ,o/_d h_e
_l_"eaens,,,O_ _ tc,_ d,_,

rT.l Electromagnetic Formi'actors.

In elastic electron nucleon scattering the hsdronlc current is specified by the electric and magnetic
formfw:tors Ga(Q 2) and G_(Q2). These are related to the Dirac and Pauli formfsctors Fx and F_

GE=FI-_F2, G_=Fz+F3

where v" = 4M_I. The usual techniques for me._uring the el_tic formfactors is the Rosenbluth
separation, where one mmLkesase of the different angular dependence of the electric and the magnetic
term in the unpolarised elastic cross section to separate IGzl and IG_I.

= + + +

This techniques ceases to be useful, when either G_ _: G_, or at high values of Q_, where the
magnetic contributions dominate both the angular dependent and the angular independent terms.
Experimental information on the neutron electric formfsctor G_, is rather poor for all non-sero
Q_. In the absence of a free neutron target, we have to rely on scattering from the few-nucleon
systems. Unlike for the proton, the Rosenbluth separation of Gao from G._,_ is dif_cult even at
low _s because of the small si_e of G_,_ compared to G.u',_. At low Q_ , Ga,_ would be non-sero
only if the charge distribution within the neutron were not uniform. The slope of Ga,_ versus Q_,
at low Q2 h_ been accurately measured, and it is positive, indicating that the neutron appears to
have a slightly positive core surrounded by a region of negative charge. For Q_ < I GeV "_Ga,, h_
been extracted from elutic electron-deuteron scattering data _,s. Using this procedure, however, it
is necessary to assume a model for the deuteron structure. The most recent ang.lysis allows for a
15% systematic uncertxinty in Gz,_ f_r Q_ <: 0.gGeV _. For larger values of Q_, uncertainties in the
deuteron wavefunction render the methods unreliable.

The electric fonnfsctor of the proton has been measured st SLAC 4 using Rosenbluth sep_ation for
Q_ up to about 4 GeV _, with error bars of 20_ at the highest momentum transfer. The proton
magnetic formfsctor, on the other hand, hu been measured for Q_ up to _I GeV _. An analysis of the
electromagnetic formfsctors by Ge_.i and Stefsnis s allowed extraction of the QCD sca.le parameter

AQcz>. In lowest order A_cv can be det_ned in relation to the strong coupling constant a,:

12_r

':"(q') = (sa- 2,.,s



where n! is the number of quarks with mass lower than Q2. Assuming a conventional meson picture
at smsll Q2, and ssymptotic QCD predictions at high Q3

CI C_
F, = -- , F, = --

• Q4 Q_ ,

a fit to the electromsgnetic formfsctors (Figure II.1) yielded ra]ues for AQCD between 100 - 250
MeV/c. The uncertainties are mainly due to the limited knowledge of GEp at Q2 __2GeV 2. A more

' prec_ determination ofthis parameter would be very interesting since AQCD isnot well determined
from other measurements.

I"1.2 Polm-Lsation Teehnlques to Measure GB_ and GBj,

Two methods appear very prom_ng in that they s/low meu,.rement of Gs_ in a mode] independent
fiuhion. Both methods employ quasi elastic Icattering of polarised electrons oft deuterium. In the
_rmt cue polarised electron, are mcattered offpolariaed deuterium s. In the mecond cue mmunpolarised
deuterium target is used and the pol_4Jstion of the recoil neutron is measured in a ,_cond scattering
experiment 7. Both methods are eqnlvs/ent, sad m/low meuurement of the polsa_ation uymmetry

A.._ = 2"rco,er_. + 2.v/21"(1 + _'). (Gs,/G,,.)iinSco, q_v_z,
•,.(!+ _)(Gz./GII.)'+ 2_'r:z'

where ,I,,_,,_., r_._, are knowr kLuematic quantities. By varying O, the angle between the nuclear
spin and the direction of'momentum trsr_fer, Jt is potmible to pick out the longitudinal sad transverse
pieces of the quui elastic spin dependent cross section. In l_rticular, ii"6 = 90", the asymmetry is
proportional to GB,,/G_,. Knowing G_, the electric formf_ctor can be determined.

The first method uses a polarised deuterium (or SHe) target, either aa a ultra thin gas tazget s,° in
an electron storage ring, or a solid state target (NDa) I°,I*,*z, or a dense abe ,s,14 gM tazget, in
sn externs/electron besm. In cue the pols.-isation asymmetry is meuured using vector polsa_ed

deuterium, it will be necessary to mea.sure the recoil neutron in coincidence with the scattered
electron to veto against the much larger asymmetry effects from the polarised proton in the deuteron.
Model ca]cclation. Is,le show (Figure 11.2) that the polarisation Mymmetry is linearly dependent on
Gz./G,I. as long as the recoil neutron is
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emitted at areal] angles with respect to the direction of the virtual photon. In this region the
influence of the deuteron wsve function on the extracted value of Gz,/Gu, is Almost absent. A

quantitative check can be accomplished by meuuring the proton uymmetry at the same time, and
by comparing it to the asymmetry obtained with a polarised hydrogen target (e.g. NHs). For SHe
nuclear corrections axe not negligible x7 and will have to be carefully studied when extracting Gs,.

Employing state of the art polarised target technology it appee.,_ feasible to measure Gs,, for Q2 up
to 0.5 GeV _ with a I GeV electron beam, and up to 2 or 3 GeV 2 using a 4 GeV beam. Projected
error bars for a measurement at CEBAF which employs the recoil polarisation techniques are shown

in Figure II.3.

The polarisation techniques discussed above can also be used to measure the electric formfactor Gz_
of the proton. Most promising in this respect appears to be t/_e recoil polarisation techniques using
sn unpolarised hydrogen target _s, and the measurement using a polarised NHs target _s. With a 4
GeV beam values of Q2 up to 5 GeV _ can be reached with either techniques; Recent achievements
in pol,_rized target technology _° may allow one to push this limit to even higher values.

II.$ Nucleon Resonance Transition Form.factors

A large number of resonances, attributed to the excitation of the nucleon have been observed in
hadron scattering, the A(1232) being the most prominent one. Electroexcitation of resonances on
the free nucleon yields information on the 7,N.N" vertex as a function of Q_ (Figure 11.4). The
trangition into a specific excited state is described by three amplitudes Ax/_(Q_), As/_(_2), Sx/2(_),
where A and $ refer to transverse and scalar coupling, respectively, and the subscripts refer to the

total helicity of the _,, N system (frequently, the electromagnetic multipoles Et+, _f_+, St± are used

instead). Inclusive measurement of 7N -" *, or e._' ---, eX reveal a few broad bumps, clearly
indicating the excitation of resonances in the mass region below 2 GeV. Their broad widths and
clo_¢ spacing makes it impouible to separate them in inclusive production reactions. By explicit
measurement of the decay products such as _rN, _I.N,pN, wA, and others, it is possible to identify

them according to their spin end isospin assignments. _"

The physics issues one hopes to study are manifold, and address fundamental questions -,bout the
interaction of qu,_rks end gluons in confined systems. Specificadly, one would like to study how the
transition between the 3-quark ground st,_te and excited states is mediated. Most models assume
that the excitstion is due to a single quark transition. However, recent studies _ indicate that
double qu,_rk tr,_nsitions m,,y be present at a non-negligible level. Measurement of the _ evolution



of the transition formfsctors pro_des information about the wave function of the excited state. The
helicity asymmetry

Xl/=,s/= = X_l= + A_I=

for the transition into some excited Jtates, like the Dis(1520), or F_s(1688), was found to be .ensitive
to the potential that confines the valence qus.rks inside the nucleon =1. At high momentum trLnsfer
one may observe the trsmdtion from the non-perturbstive to the perturbative regime, where powert

law rules for the helicity ampUtudes Lte predicted to apply ==such that:

, Q=A_/== 011Qs An= = O=IQs , --.

if logarithmic terms are neglected. Whether this regime can be reached at the available energies
(e.$. 4 GeV at CEBAF) LI an open question. None the le_, it will be interesting to push studies of
the helicity structure of nucleon resonance excitations to the highest possible Q=.

,

The QCD motivated extemdon of the non-relativ/ztic quark-model =s predictJ many states, in par-
t/cular at higher masses, which have not been observed in wN reactions. Theoretical calculations =4
indicate tha _.the "mi_ng" states tend to decouple from the wN channel, which would explain why

they have not been seen in elastic wN scattering. Our picture of baryon structure could drastically
change if these states did not txist. Several of these states are predicted to couple strongly to ph<>-
tons (rea] or virtual) and may thus be searched for in photo- or electroproduction experiments. A
complete program to study nucleon resonance transitions,e.g, in % N ---, IrN, involves measurement
of 6 (4 in photoproduction) complex, parity con_ ;rving amplitudes.

H, :-- < ,L,;,_NITt_,;,_, > = < O;+_ITI+ 1,0;=t=_>

which m,Lkes it necessary to measure at least 11 independent observables, not counting sdditiona_
measuren_ents to resolve quadratic ambiguities. Experiments involving unpolarised particles oa]y,
allow measurement of only 4 response functions crT, erz, _TT, _LT:

&r
-- = _T + _ + _Trco,2¢ + _/2_(1+ _)_LTCO,_ _, = _,(B_, ms)

_ ! ''1

Measurement o_"polarisation observables yield information on many response functions (table)

....

Response Functions in Electron Scattering
, ,, lH ,,

Experiment # Response Functions

unpol, cross section 4

polariJ, ed • beam 1

polarised target 8
,,,, L

pol. beam/pol, target 5
,,, ,,,,

recoil polarisation 8

pol. beam/recoil pol. 5

I want to illu_,trate the significance of polarization measurements for this program with two examples,
the %pA+(1232)and the _.pP_(1440) tran:itions.



II.3.1 The Transition _,p -, A+(1232) --, Nlr.

In SU(6) symmetric quark models this transition is explained L'y a simple quark spin-flip in the
Lsq = 0 ground state, corresponding to a magnetic dipole transition Ml+. The electric and scalar
quadrupole transitions are predicted to be El+ = $1+ = 0. In more elaborate QCD based models
which include color magnetic interaction arising from the one-gluon exchange at small distances, the
A(1232) acquires an LsQ -- 2 component, leading to small electric and _.alar quadrupole contribu-
tious (e.g. IEz+/MI+I -_ 0.01 at Q= - 0). The ratio IEI+/MI+I is predicted to be weakly dependent
on Q=. At very high Q= QCD predicts 2s Et+/MI+ --, I, and SI+/M_+ .-, O. Precise measurements
of these eontributionm from Q2 = 0 to very large Q2 are obviously important for the development
of realistic model| of the nucleon. Present experimental information about En+ il shown in Figure

11.5, together with model predactions. The quality of the data is clearly not sumcient to discrimi-
nate against any of the models. Experiments at MIT-Bates 2e and CEBAF =r are in preparation to
measure the electric and scalar quadrupole tran_tion over a large Q= range, using polarised electron

beams and/or recoil polLrimeterl. In these experiments one obtafns information about the terms

M,+,

The imaginary parts of the bilinear terms can only be accessed using polarisation degrees of freedom.
They are particul_ sensitive to phase relations between the multipoles. If t • multipoles were strictly
in phase, these terms would vanish identicall:

II.3.2 The Transition _',p--, P_(1440) ---. Ntr.

The Roper resonance Pl1 has a modestly strong photocoupllng at Q= = 0, bT_tin electron scattering
there ii little evidence for its excitation both, in the inclusive cross section and in exclusive single pion

production at Q= < IGeV=. In an analysis =e of single pion production data at Q= = IGeV=, a sma].]
positive value was found for the AI/2(_I_) amplitude. At Q= = 0 this value ii larger and negative.
One may speculate _hat the apparent quenching of the Roper at Q_ > 0 might be accidental and
related to a sero crouing of the transverse amplitude. The P11 may then be expected to "reappear"
at higher Q=, In fact, non-relativistic 2' as well as relativised =I quark models predict the AI/2(P11)
amplitude to g_cw relative to the _(1232). In non-relativistic models Ai/2(PII)/AI/2(A) ,-Q=, so

that the P11 woald dominate at high Q=.

I

/,
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G. Kroe_en _s. Th_ _ensitieity to {Ac (_rnaJl} amplitude_ o,¢ the Roper resonance U _lwwn (left/. Predicted

target e._Itrnmetr'_ T. for the _tme kinemattc_ {rfqTht). The _eruitivity to the Roper and {he .qt_(1535) i.,
_houm. The da._hed-dotted line U obtained when the nearby ..c__ resonance amplitude_ are _tntched off. Note

that the dominant 5_ amplitude ia known to better than fO %.



lt haz been pointed out that the domina_nce of the Pll at high Q_ will be a crucial test of the quarl_

model classification as a N--2 r_dially excited state 2_. Measurements with polarized proton targets 1_,
or proton recoil polarisation measurements s° can provide a strong signature for the excitation of this
resonance in electron scattering experiments. Figure II,6 shows the sensitivity of the unpolarised
cross section and the polarized target asymmetry T. in 'r.p --. Fr ° to the Pll amplitudes, Clearly,
measurement of polarisation observables will have an important impact on the determination of the
photocoupling amplitudes of the Roper.

/1.4 Meson Photoproduction from Nucleons

/.[.4.1 Photoproduction of f Mesons.

Single pion photoproduction experiments have a long history, and a large body of data haz been
generated over more than two decades of exper/ments at varioua laboratories. The gc_] has been to

extract the 4 complex helicity amplitudes Hl, .., Hi that completely ,specify the single pion produc-
tion process. Data are needed in different isospin c_annell, like "rp --, plt', "rp "-' nlr + , end 'rn --_ l_r-.
Such a complete set of data would then allow one to determine _the photocoupling amplitudes of
the N' and _ resonances in a mode] independent fashion. At least 9 independent measurements

are needed at each kinematic point (E.T,8_), including 5 double polarisation measurements sl. Much
cross section data and single polarisation data have been accumulated, and recent measurements
have focussed on obtaining th_ missing information from the double polarisation experiments. Fig-
ure II.7 end II.8 show recent results s2,u flora the Yerevan 4.5 GeV electron synchrotron, in the 2,,_

end 3,,t nucleon resonance region. The sensitivity to the ingredients of vsr/ous phenomenological
analysis is shown as weil. The same analysis that correctly predicted the F_ results, fails in the nr +

, char.nel, which demonstrates the/mportence of measurements in different isospin channels. Unfor-
tunately, the impact ef this data on en extraction of the resonant amplitudes in a phenomenologic_
_t would likely be small, because of the large error b_.rs.

II.4.:_ Photoproduction of _ Mesons.

At the Bonn stretcher ring ELSA prepaa'ations are under way to meazure the target azymmetry in the

reaction p('r, p)r/in the region of the S_(1535) nucleon resonance s4, Only two oi"the known nucleon
resonances, the Si_(1535), and the }>_(1710), have a signif_cart branching ratio into the N_ charnel.
The P_I(1710) has been proposed _ a po_ible candidate l'or a hybrid state ss (three valence quarks,
one valence gluon). Precise measurements of the photocoupling amplitudes for proton end neutron
targets are needed to clarify the az_igment of this state as a conventions] Qs or sn exotic QSG

state. If the P11(1710) is a hybrid state then A_/2(P11) -" O, end A_/2(P11 ) _ 0. An experimental
program, including polaritation measurements, for a complete measurement of this channel should
prove extremely interesting, and would be f_ less complex than the corresponding progrs_n for the
N_r channel.

II.4._ Photoproduction of Strange Particles.

At CEBAF a program to study the ,_sction "rP -" X+A "-' pw- is in prep_ratlon. This reaction
has been studied very poorly in the l>azt, with the result that the production mechanism is not
understood. If one t_es a diagrammatic approach, one ca_ hope to extract information about _he

KAN end KAN" coupling _ousts_uts. Ccrupling constants, extracted from existing photoproduction
data disagree with the ones extracted from hazlronic processes. Recent _culations _ indicate _hat
measurement of the A recoil pole_'.i.-,etion, as well as meuurement of the besm azymmetry, are very
ser,_itive to specific ingredients of the model, ,_nd a_umptious about the coupling constants.

An efficient experimental program tc, study pola._sation degre,_ of fieedom in the KA channel re-

quires use of large acceptance detectors with near|y 4_r solid angle coverage. At CEBAF such a
detector is under construction for one of the three experimental endstations. With such sn instru-

ment, detailed polarisation data can be obtained for this resctlon. For example, the A polarisation
• can be inferred from sn analysis o/'its _-p decay. Using a longitudinally polarised electron beam, cir-

cu]_r]y polarised bremsstrah]ungs photons can be generated, end the polarization transfer reaction
_p--, ._A can be studied az weil.
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LI,4.4 Dre11-Hearn Geruimov Sum Rule.

The result of the polar_ed proton structure functions meaJ,urement has triggered new interest3t, 37
in experimental tests of the sum rule of Drell-Hearn _s and GerasimovS_:

f 2_r=ak=_[=,/,(,,,,, O)- ,,',/,(,,, 0)] = M' '
Wllbl,

where u isthe photon energy, a':/= and o's/= _e the absorption cross sections for total helicity 1/2
and 3/2, and k is the anomalons magnetic moment of the target nuc]con. The sum rule has b_n

derived on rather genera] grounds but has never been tested experimentally, ,although an Analysis of
,dngle pion production experiments allows to piace some limits on by how much it may be violated 4°.
Using a circularly polszi_ed tagged photon besm, generated by longitudinally polar_ed electrons,

and polarised NHs as tLrget material, the total absorption cross section difference _I/2 - era/= can
directly be measured as a function of the photon energy. The integral is weighted by 1iv, therefore
the lower energy regime, in particul_ the resonance region give the largest contributions. Existing
or planned medium energy accelerators are the appropriate instruments for testing this sum rule.

rtr. STRUCTURE OF THE DEUTERON.

IZI.1 Elastic Electron-Deuteron Scattering

In elastic eD scattering, the hadronic current is specified by 3 isosca]ar electromagnetic formfactors,

Gc , Gq, GM, which are related to the charse, electric quadrupole moment, and magnetic dipole
moment, respectively. The charge formf_ctor, in particular, is very sensitive to the short range part
of the N-N potential, and to the ,_e of htosca]_ meson exchange currents. Rosenbluth separation
of the unpols.nsed elutic eD scattering cross section allow =ep_ation of

Q'/4M_.

Information about Gc and Gq separately can only be obtained in measurements of polarisation
observables.

In the absence of a polarized eh.-ctron besm, one can either measure the tensor polarisation compo-

nents of the recoil deuteron in D(e,e'D), or alternatively measure the ana]yt!.ng power in D(e, e')D.
' i /
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The first method wu used in two measurements at MIT-Bates 41,42. The ,_-cond method was em-

ployed in experiments at the Novosibi_k VEPP-2 end VEPP-S storage rings 4s,_ with a polarised
D2 gas target. A Bonn group, working at the 2.5 GeV synchrotron rt_ed a dynamically pols.,q.Jed
NDa target 4t. For s tensor polarised target the elastic scattering cross section is given by:

d_r do"

= T2ot,o+ +d"-_

T=0 appears to be mott sensitive to Ge. If the magnetic component can be neglected (at forward

=sl-, ,-cb<,::

_rGq(_rGq + 2Gc)T,o

The interference term GcG¢ i makes T20 a particularly suitable quantity to measure. Figure III.I
shows the present experimental lituation. Only the moat recent results from MIT-Bates have suffi-
cient sensitivity to allow discrimination between some of the models. Clearly, the asymptotic scaling
model 46 which predicted _i, to asymptotically approach the value -v_ is ruled out in the Q_ range
where data are available.

As we have heard during this conference 44 new measurements are being planned at Novolibirsk with
I00 times higher target densities. Also, polarised solid state target technology has advanced to a
point where improvements ofsimilar magnitude appear feasible _°. These advances may allow to push
the me._ttrements to higher momentum transfer, as well as to improve the statistical significance at
lower Q_'i

-_ . ITI,2 Disintegration of the Deuteron

111.2.I Photodisintegration

To a large degree recent polarisation me.a-,urements have been prompted by the observation of an
• unexpectedly large proton recoil polarisation seen in a Tokyo experiment 47 near 550 MeV photon

energy. The result was interpreted as sn indication for the excitation of intermediate dibaryon states.
In the energy region of the A(1232) new measurement of the proton recoil polarisation have become
ava£1ablefrom Kharkov_t(FigureIII.2),which allowtotestvmdousmodel calculations.Ingeneral,
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non-relativistic calculations describe the dAtA well, when IC and MEC see included, in s coupled
channel ApproAch_, or in unitary theory 4_, and there i_ no apparent need /'or inducting dibaryon
mtAt_ into the calculation.

Figure III.3 sbr results o/"A tseget =.symmetry measurement tattled out At the Bonn 2.5 GeV
synchrotron .1 usu, g a polarised ND= target. The data exhibit an energy dependence, which can
presently not be explained in calculatiou, using convention_d models. A partial wave fit indicates
that the angular distribution _,t 550 MeV requires A 3m,4, = 2 angular momentum contribution,
which could indicate the excitation of sn intermediate .1=2 state. However, in the analysis oi"the

Tokyo dat',. 3,,_, = 4 yielded the best fit. It would dearly be desirable to collect good statistics
date in smaller energy bins that would Allow one to study the energy dependence in more detdl.
Also, analyses that make use of ali existing data includi_ S angular distributions of"the unpolarised
cross section, could provide better constraints on exotic contributions to the process.

Polarised photon ,-,ymmetries have recently been memured At the Yerevan =ynchrotron s=. An

energy spectra is shown in Figure III.4. The 90° low energy data (< 0.5GEV) can be described
by conventional model calculations. An interesting _',._atureis the apparent failure of the coupled
channel ca]c_Ation 4° compared to the impulse approximation result in the same model. The data
extend to IGeV photon energy, and there is A clear need for the development oi. theoretical models
in the higher energy regime. If one displays the besm uymmetry difference

,_Z; = Z(180" - _ ) - _,(0;")
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one is able to test isospin properties of the vD --, g_ amplitudes. The genersli_ed Pauli principle
requires AE - 0 for pure iso, pin states. Non-sero v,0.ues indicate interferences between i_sc_r
ud i_ovector amplitudes. The data are shown in Figure III.5. Some theoretical c_.lcuh, tions that
reproduce the beam uymmetry data 4_ at 90" reMonably weil, de_ly fail to ps_ this isospin test.

The calculation by Lsget ss that includes the P_I(1440) l_aryon reson_mce does comparatively better, *

which indicates that the excitation of higher msu resonances with isospin ½ (P_1(1440), 5:!(1533))
may play an import_nt role in this process.

11.2.2 "High Energy _' Photodisintegration

Recently, there hM been much speculation about the result of_n experiment_ ca.rr_,edout .xr _LAC t4,
where the photodisintegration c__ section wu measured for energies up to 1.55 GeV. ,4. stri_'_ng
feature is that _ound 1 GeV the data appeLr to foLlow precisely the power law behaviour _,f

akr I

d--_"< _-'-i" ,

(_ is the ems energy) that wM predicted by dimension._l qu_rk counting rules (Figure III.6).
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A calculation based on conventional theory" fails to reproduce this particular behaviour. We may

_k the question, what we can learn about the process by looking at polarisation observable. At
asymptotic energies QCD makes s simple prediction se about the nucleon recoil polarisation: P,_ -, 0.
Proton recoil polahsation data relevs.nt for this discussion have in f_t been measured at Kharkov s_.
Some ofthe data are shown in Figure HI.7. The trend iz obviously quite different from the asymptotic
QCD predictions; the date show nearly maximum recoil polarisation at uigh energies, P_, --, -1.
These results are obviously in serious disagreement with the simple counting rule interpretation of
the cross section data.

III.2.3 Electrodisintegration

Unpolarised measurements of the electrodisintegration reaction have revealed the importance of
meronic exchange reactions near the threshold for deuteron beakup as. Other measurements have
revealed the importance of _ isobar contributions as. The study of polsuisation observables is largely
a matter of future experiment. At MIT-Bates and CEBAF experiments are under consideration

to _tudy this reactio_ using polarised electrons, proton recoil polarimeters, and vector polarised
deuterium targets, in non-parallel kinematics.

D(_',ep).(i),,D(_,e_n (2), /5(_',ep)r_(3)

The fu'st process yields new information only when the measurement is carried out in out-of-plane
kinematics, where the proton is measured out of the electron scattering plane. A number of the<>-
retical studies have been carried out is,xe,so indicating that the reaction (I) is largely sensitive to

final-state interactions, whereas (2) and (3) may reveal properties of the deuteron wavefunction, and
of meson exchange contributions. Some of the results are disp]ayed in Figure III.8, which shows the
double polarization asymmetry for the reaction (3) in quasi-elastic kinematics. With increasing Q_
the asymmetry becomes very sensitive to assumptions about the NN potential and MEC's.

g



TTT.3 Coherent _'" Photoproduction from Deuterons

Another source of information about the two-nucleon system is coherent _'* production off"deuterons
7D "-, D_'. The process is sensitive to the wNN dynamics in the two-nucleon system, and to
po_ible excitations of dibaryon resonances. This reaction has recently been studied at Yerev_,
using a linearly polarised coherent brem_trahlung beam el. The results are shown in Figure III.9.
Theoretical models that include impulse approximation (LA) and rescattering terms (RS) dc_:ribe
the beam uymmetry E qualitatively for energies up to about 600 MeV. At higher energies the
tht_retical description f,_h qu_lltatively, even when predicted dibaxyon states are included in the
calculation. L_ck of knowledge of the deuteron wavefunction at short dist_ac_ may, in p_t, be
respomdble for this di_cre_acy.

IV. PHOTOPRODUCTION OFF LIGHT NUCLEAR TARGETS.

Data on pol_ilation observables become very spares for nuclei other than the deuteron. Also, the
interpretation of the data become, more ambiguous u final state inter_:tioas become incRazingly
important. However, in some cmbcs, one may be able to reduce e_:ects fxov_ I'SI by ma_nring
polarisation asymmetries. A Kharkov group e= hM studied the beam asymmetry for variot_ nuclei in
(%_+,) and (7,P) reactions, for energies in the region of the A(1232), where stror, g pion absorption
_uslIy prohibits the study of the ixdtial photo-absorption mech_m, when plots are detected in
the fmsl state. When measuring the polaxised b_ asymmetry

= -
+

FSI largely drop out in the ratio. The results for (7, r-) _ sho_n in Figure IV.1. E i, nearly
independent of the target mms, which indicates that s qu_i-f.re_ production mechanism don_instes.
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Figure IV.I Beam ¢sFrnmetry in Ore A(1233) reg/on, for inclusive _r- production from nuclei.
DaZa f_om Z_ba_ov e_ _d._s.

V. PARITY VIOLATION IN ELECTRON SCATTER.ING EXPERIMENTS.

In low and medium ene.'gy (Q_ _ M}.) neutral current interactions the parity violating contribu-
tions _ from the interference between the one-photon _xchs_ge and the neutral weak boson Z"

exchange graphs (Figure V.l). In electron scattering the interaction contains an isoscalar as well as
an i_,ovector piece in both, the vector (V#) stud the axial vector (A#) coupling. The relevant piece
of the Lagrangian can be written like

GF
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where _, /_, _, 6 denote the electro-weak coupling constants which have to be determined experi-
mentally. By choosing appropriate kinematical conditions for electron scattering from nucleons and
nuclea: txrgets, the couplings can be determined by a set of four linearly independent me.uurements.
The famous SLAC D(e,e')X experiment _, in con,junction with atomic physics experiments enabled
a model independent measurement of & end _.

V.1 The Main_ Parity Experhnent

Recently, an experiment at Mains _ was completed that measured at backward electron scattering

angles, emph_islng a different combination of the coupling constants which allowed extraction of the
combination ]9+0.04_ = 0.005:1:0.17. This result is displayed in Figure V.2 in the terms of the qu_rk
coupling constants C:_ = (-_._ and C:,, = (/_._), where the results of the SLAC experiment and
of neutrino hadron ,,:attering experiments are shown sz weil. Although a factor of three improvement

compared to the previous state of aft'sirs haz been achieved in the s_dal vector coupling sector, the
result stkll a.l]ows for a vanishing axial vector interaction (]_ - _ = 0). Using results of the previous
experiments _ and _ could be separated, and their respective values determined to

]_ : -0.04 _ 0.19, _ : 1.07"1- 1.83.

A_'_ming the validity of the Standard Model the coupling constants _re related to the weak mixing
angle 8w in the following way:

&=-(1-c_n'Ow), /_:-(1-4#in:'Sw), _'= _¢in'Ow,

With s/n_Sw - 0.232 + 0.004 it is obvious that the result of the Mains experiments is in agreement
with this value. However, the precision of the e._periment is not sufficient to have impact on the
determination of ein_Sw.

V.2 The MIT-Bates Parity Experiment

Another experiment to measure parity violation in I_C(_',e')_:C haz recently been completed at
MIT-Bates e_. This experiment measured directly "_, the iz_>scalArpiece of the vector coup]J.ng with
the result

"_= 0.136 _ 0.032 ::t 0_009 ,

which is in agreement with the prediction oi"the Standard Model oi";YsM = 0.155.



lt appears the most important outcome of both experiments is the demonstration that polarised
electron scattering experiments allow control of systematic errors much below the 10 -7 level.

V.$ The SAMPLE Experiment at MIT-Bates

• A new experiment es,M has been approved for MIT-Bates to measure parity violation in elastic
electron-proton scattering at backward angles. I, this cue the asymmetry depends on the elastic
electromagnetic form/'sctors F_, F_, and the neutral weak formfactors F z, Fz. The latter one is
related to the proton anomalous moment coupling to the neutral weak current. In the Standard
Model, and invoking strong isospin symmetry, F z can be related to the electromLgnetic formf_ctors
like

1
#in'gw )G - ,

where F| is a singlet piece which exises from equal contributions of LI] three quark flavors. Since
it cont.Lins contributions [tom st.mge quarLJ it is sensitive to the possible presence of ht_ge si
contributions to the proton structure ey. Large sl contributions have been suggested from two
sources. Firstly, the aaaly_i ss o_fthe pica-nucleon sigma term (Ef_,) suggests a 30% el contribution
to the proton rest mm. Secondly, the spin-_lependent structu_,'e functions of the proton, meuured

by the EMC collaboration have been interpreted e9 to indicate that the strange sea is polarised
opposite to the nucleon spin. The parity violating asymmetry in elastic ep scattering is given by:

G J

_[2r_g'_ (F,_ + F;)(F1 z + F z) + (F_IF z + I"F;F_)- (E+E'J,.=_ ,,...'(I-4,i 'o)c,CF+F;)],

where ( = F_' + _'F_==+ 2rty'{CF_, + F_)'. At large electron scattering angles the first term domi-
nates. The term with GI is suppressed since (I-4,/-=0w) is small. Since F z _ Fz the asymmetry
is essentially proportional to Fz, and the term of interest F_ can immediately be extracted.

VI. CONCLUSIONS/OUTLOOK

Measurements of polszLsation observables in photoabsorption and in electron scattering processes has
already generated information relevant for understanding the structure of the nucleon sad deuteron.
Interest in polari=ation aspecte of intermediate energy physics has sharply risen in recent yeats as
the physics possibilities have become more clearly visible. The experimental too], (pols.,_ed gas and
solid state targets, proton and neutron recoil polarimeters, sad polarised electron sources), which
ate necessary to exploit these possibilities are under continued development. Their most efficient

exploitation will be possible st the new DC electron ms,Lines which are now under construction. In
conjunction with the use of large acceptance detectors sad high precision magnetic spectrometers
these instruments will help generate data which are euential for the study of funde_nental properties
of nucleons and nuclei.
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